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Introduction

 “Life is to explore, to discover, to
delight and to be delighted.”

-Nicole Schapiro

You are afraid to wake up to expectations which you are bound to convert into
disappointments, anyway. You are afraid to open your eyes feeling so little and so worthless all
over again. You are afraid to wake up being the same broke, unproductive loser that you think
you are.

Then, left with so much vulnerability and anxiety, you ended up stalking your ex; after avoiding
the idea for so long. It has been years! Now you can only wonder what have changed. Once, you
both shared the same dream, vowing you’d reach it together. Once, you had some sense of
worth.

Upon stumbling on the pro�le picture, you felt your heart skip a beat. Not because you saw your
ex being more captivating than ever, but because right behind the person who used to be your
dream, was yet another dream. Your dream place! A photograph of that country is even
hanging on the wall of your room at the very moment!

It is 2:30 in the morning. Most of your
friends are of�ine. You have given up the
idea of ever falling asleep as you stare
out the window, wondering how to make
the most out of your life. You fear the
comfort of your bed; not because you
dread the possibility of having a
nightmare, not because you hate drifting
into slumber, but because you are
frightened of tomorrow. 

You are just that scared to wake up.



But what has changed? How did that person get there? How could that person live in your
fantasy, while all this time, you have been dwelling on melancholy? How could life be so unfair?

As you opened that pro�le, what you saw made you even more confused:

Your ex, now earning a fortune and living your dream life, works as a freelancer. Was that the
secret? That’s it? Was that all? But what could that possibly mean? For sure something
happened along the way. Is there actually a sure route to success and to a sense of
accomplishment?

At �rst it was your curiosity that introduced you to the idea of making money online. Then later,
it became some sort of a challenge to test yourself if you could actually do it. Until the simple
challenge became the solution to your problem. Suddenly, it was no longer about your ex at all;
it was about �nding yourself again. It was dreaming all over again. 

Then before knowing it, you didn’t have to prove your worth anymore. You felt it. You believed it.
You lived it. 

It all started when you began earning a hundred dollar a day.

Eventually, you were not just looking at your dream place from someone’s pro�le picture or
from a photograph hanging on your room. You are staring at it while holding the key to your
new home. 

You became the person who used to be the subject of your envy every time you stare out of
your window every 2:30 a.m. You became the kind of person you once thought you will never,
ever be. 

Sounds too dreamy? Well pull up a chair and all eyes here because we are about to start making
it real.



All set? Good. Now think about the last time you ever failed on something. It could be a
relationship, school, a task, money— anything. Dwell upon the agony of failure— of the potential
for success that did not come to life. Extract old wounds and let them bleed again. 

I bet it’s driapping, already. 

Remember how it made you feel like you will never be good enough? That no matter what you
do, you are just not going to make things right? That you just don’t have it in you?

What if today is the day you work to claim what you deserve from life?

Before we proceed, I want you look at your palm and close it so hard into a �st that the veins of
the back of your hand would pop. Now, imagine a hundred �re�ies coming out of those veins.
Could you do it? I want you to shut your eyes so hard, imagine you’re staring at very own brand-
new car, then open your eyes and look at that same car with you on the driver’s seat. Could you
do it? Lastly, I want you to whisper your name seven times and think about it coming out from
the mouth of a genie. Could you do it?

If you were able to do at least one of the three, then congratulations! You have just successfully
completed a task. And those were not just simple activities! They were tasks that required an
open mind and creativity. You allowed your mind to work because you feel like you could, and
you did. You directed your brain into something it did not initially plan, and you commanded it
to put your senses to work. 



But  what  could
that possibly do
with  making    a
hundred dollar a
day, online? 

Honey, has anybody ever told you that every journey starts with the �rst step? Tell you what, all
of those folks who ever told you that piece of cliché of were lying! If you do step one right away,
how would you know where you are going? You’d end up tripping, wandering and lost— like you
always were… before today. 

No, a good journey doesn’t start with the �rst step. Remember this: every action should start
with an intention. When you put your imagination at work a while ago, you already proved to
yourself that you can redirect your thoughts into an exploration. You can think. You can intend. 
You can pretend. And that’s step zero— one of the most important parts of making a hundred
dollar every single day. Acknowledge your own creativity and resourcefulness, and do not dwell
on all the reasons why it could be impossible. Look ahead. Stop sulking and get your mind to
work. 

I’m not talking about that troubled mind that had it rough through all the failures, but the mind
of the child that once said:

To achieve your goal, you will need that child with you. Don’t ever let that brat go. Because I am
sure that the last time you did so was the same time you failed. No matter what, I want you to
look at the eyes of that child. He (or she) is counting on you to make it happen.  When you think
no one else will put their trust in your cleverness and grit, that child always will. 

“When I grow up, I want to be successful.” 



Yes, you may have failed several times before this, but just the mere fact that you can

tell your mind to put your eyes, your mouth and your hand into motion a while ago,

already proves that you can be ready to make use of your creativity and teach your

mind to get things done. 

Imagine a work life where you make your own rules, you set your own pace, you

choose the place, and you earn a hundred dollar a day… or even more. But that will

not happen without the carefree little kid that you were, and the responsible adult that

you are teaming up to make the biggest change in your life thus far. Both of you

deserve that gift that awaits you. Hold hands and grab it together.

Are you up
for the challenge? 

Think about it.


